United State Public Law 103-150 November 1993 acknowledge the 100th anniversary of the January 17, 1893 overthrow of the Kingdom of Hawaii, and to offer an apology to Native Hawaiians on behalf [S.J. Res. 19] of the United States for the overthrow of the Kingdom of Hawaii.

This public law has been in place since 1993. What has the United States done since and plan to in the future to restore the vested rights, lands that were stolen, Self-Governance that was overthrown, and the right to live, protect and perpetuate the Kanaka Maoli way of life.

Since the forced 1887 Constitution of Hawaii, in which our King was held hostage and forced to sign and put into law (Bayonet Constitution), the Overthrow of The Hawaiian Kingdom (January 17, 1893), the establishment and Annexation of a false country and the revocation of Vested Rights of Kanaka (Republic Of Hawaii 1894, Annex 1900), Establishment of a New Governing system (Organic Act April 30, 1900), the Kanaka Maoli and the Loyal Subjects of the Kingdom Of Hawaii have been subjected to an illegal occupation and a forced citizenship continue this very day! The United States and its Citizens have violated
almost all the Articles of the International Convention on Civil and Political Rights Adopted and Opened for Signature, Ratification and Accession by UN General Assembly Resolution 2200 A(XXI)of 16th of December 1966, Entry into force 23 March 1976.

Article 1: Right of Self Determination was taken away when the Queen was imprisoned (January 17 1893) and the Kingdom was forced unwilling into this current Occupation by the United States. The Ku’e Petition of 1897 was signed by 21,000 Kanaka Maoli (about 94% of the Adult Natives Citizens Of Hawaii) and sent to the United States and reviewed by Congress who decided against the Annexation, but in 1897 President William McKinley signed the Newlands Resolution that allowed the Annexation of The Republic Of Hawaii (False Country), and not the Kingdom Of Hawaii itself and thus creating the Territories Of Hawaii thus going against the will of the people and taking away their right to self-determination which is still perpetuated today, because we are forced to prove who we are and continually denied the right of Self Determination the Judicial and Government systems continue ignore our claims as a Sovereign National of Kingdom of Hawaii and suppress our claims by continual enforcement of a foreign Occupier’s Laws

Article 2: The State Respects, ensures all individuals rights recognized without distinction of any kind has been violated by the United States from the Overthrow
of The Kingdom Of Hawaii, Imprisonment Of our Queen, The Annexation of a False Country (Republic Of Hawaii), Revocation of Vested rights of the Native peoples, Plundering of Land and its resources, Ignoring the will of the Native people to remain a Sovereign Nation, the continued desecration of our Burials, Sacred sights, building of Hotels, telescopes, shopping centers, High priced homes, Language taken away and even today within the Judicial system we are challenged on this and are not even provided an legal interpreter, our religious beliefs and practices are hinder due to development and continued desecration of these sites

Article 3: State Ensures Equality of Men and women to Civil and Political Rights The overthrow of The Kingdom of Hawaii, the adoption of the Newlands Resolution 1897, the adoption of the Organic Act of 1900, the accepted then rejected, Disregard of the Ku’E Petition and the Right of the People to remain a Sovereign Nation, Imprisonment of our Queen, the continued Occupation of The Hawaiian Kingdom, the forced citizenship to the United States, Judicial System that continually take away vested rights to the Native Peoples and allow Illegal sell and seizures of land and property of the Kingdom of Hawaii, Loss of our vested rights that were protected under the Kingdom of Hawaii and the perpetuation of this is continued to day in form of Legislation that always seems to have some type of loop hole for the Government to use and exploit
Article 5: No derogation from any fundamental human rights: all our right as Kanaka Maoli and Sovereign Subjects of the Kingdom of Hawaii, was taken away when the Kingdom was overthrown and our Queen imprisoned. Our rights were further violated with the Annexation of a False Country (Republic of Hawaii), forcing an illegal Occupation by the United States allowing the establishment of a new Government and the revocation of all our rights as Kanaka Maoli and Sovereign Subjects of the Kingdom. This allowed the illegal seizure and sales of lands, and natural resources, false imprisonment of our kanaka, and the protection of United States Citizen and not the Native People of the Hawaii, and these practices continue today and we are still subjected to the repercussions of these actions taken by the United States of America.

Article 6: Inherit Right to Life was taken from us with the overthrown of the Hawaiian Kingdom, The Imprisonment of our Queen, The formation and annexation of a false Country (Republic of Hawaii), Newlands Resolution Legislation allowing the Annexation and the ignorance of the Ku’e Petition signed by 94% of the adult Native and Sovereign subjects that had stopped the previous attempt of Annexation. The displacement of the Kanaka from their lands due taxes delinquency (Mahele in 1848 Quitted all Title and Land claims in the Kingdom of Hawaii in which conveyance fees were collected for the exchange of ownership.
of the land. Only Kanaka Maoli and Loyal Subjects of the Kingdom were allowed to own land. All lands in Hawaii, even crown lands and leased lands to foreign entities, had gone through this process. All leased lands were to be returned to the people of Hawaii and could not be sold. Commercial farming, fishing, and housing (hotels, time shares, Bed and Breakfast, Short Term rentals) all impede upon the Kanaka subsistence life style and put them into constant competition with the Citizens of the United States, and other foreign entities. Depletion of the natural resource makes it harder and harder for us Kanaka to live the life we want to live. We are forced to compete for jobs, housing, water, land, and food. Cost of living continually rise because the Kanaka are being deprived of the necessities to live a subsistence life style. Continued legislation to take advantage of our resources and continue the displacement of the Kanaka from their lands.

Article 7: Freedom from torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment was violated when they aided in the overthrow of the Kingdom, the imprisonment of our Queen, the forced Annexation of a false Country and the forced inclusion of the Hawaiian Kingdom within this Annexation, Establishment of a new Governing system that abolished the Kanawai (Native Peoples form of Laws that all citizens had to follow, and the vested rights of all Kanaka and the Sovereign Subjects of the Kingdom of Hawaii, Kanaka were imprisoned and land taken.
away cause they refuse to pay the United States taxes, or killed by poisoning, shooting, hanging, beat to death, deported, forced into the military services, rape of our women by the U.S. servicemen, low paying and unfair employment and trade regulations forced our Kanaka to conform to tourism and the military to make a living forced to serve people that did not care for who they were, what they have been and are being subjected but only the services they could provide. Catering to tourist or working construction are some of the only jobs that pay enough for us Kanaka to live I our homes and it forces us to make a choice to participate in the desecration and demoralization of our lands and our, or become a victim of these acts

Article 11: Freedom from imprisonment on ground of inability to fulfill contractual obligations, Kanaka were being forced to pay taxes to the United States upon their Lands, food, and services, and were being imprisoned, while their homes and their lands were being sold to the highest bidder or used for the plantations to commercial farm goods, Unfair trade practices put our Kanaka at a disadvantage and left them unable to pay the taxes on their goods and land.

Article 12: Right to liberty of movement, freedom
to choose residence was taken away with the Over Throw of The Kingdom of Hawaii, imprisonment of our Queen, formation and annexation of a false country, the establishment of a new governing system and the abolishment of the Kanawai (Hawaiian Laws) and the vested rights of the Kanaka Maoli, Displacement of the Kanaka Maoli from their homes and lands. Today we are forced to pay extreme prices for Housing and land, continued loss of land due to forced land taxes, non-regulated sale and seizure of lands, regulation on home and materials that can be used, a lot of the resources to build a traditional Hale (traditional dwelling) today are gone or are on Private, County, State, or Federal. Many traditional homelands are being bought by foreign investors and turned into multi-million dollar homes, hotels, or time shares. We are forced to pay high rent because of the loose regulation of short term rentals, bed and breakfast, and time shares, unregulated visitor traffic to Hawaii causes an increase for bed and breakfast or short term rentals taking the housing market out of reach of many Kanaka Maoli.

Article 14: Right to equality before courts, tribunals: the judicial system in play does not allow kanaka their vested rights, and it forces our participation within these court system even though they have no jurisdiction over Kanaka Maoli and the Sovereign People of the Kingdom of Hawaii, they deny us the use of our
Native Language and refuse to provide an interpreter, most recent January 2018 Kaleikoa Kaeo was not recognized as present due to him answer the judge in his Native tongue, and put out a bench warrant even though said person was in court standing right in front the Judge Kobayashi. Later the Judge makes an apology and removes the bench warrant but tells Kaleikoa that he needs to provide his own interpreter, but they have interpreters for almost every other language spoken in Hawaii. The Annexation was of the Republic of Hawaii (provisional government) and not the Kingdom of Hawaii which means our rights as Sovereign Nation still exist and the Kanawai is what we should be judge by and not United States laws and judicial system. The Geneva Convention protects these right also

Article 21: Right to peaceful assembly has been denied continuously, by intimidation, legislation, and the illegal use of County, State, and Federal Law enforcement to remove protesters from a public space, to protect the rights of Private and Commercial entities, aggressive removal and arrest of our Kupuna (elders generation) and the assault of our Kiai (non-violent protectors of the people) on top of Mauna Kea and Haleakala.

Remedies

United States participation in the Overthrow and the
Annexation of Hawaii and forced occupation of the Kingdom of Hawaii that continues on through this present day, has left the Kanaka displaced from their lands, substance living being on the verge of non-existence due to the lack of regulation of Commercial fishing, farming, and Housing, the lack of responsible regulation and practice of mining, diversion, and selling of Natural resources. The perpetuation of the large plantations whom benefitted from these actions has left once fertile land desolate and barren, are still allowed to continue what they began in 1887 till today with the continue pillaging of resources and illegal sale of lands. We want our rights as Kanaka Maoli and Sovereign Subjects of the Kingdom of Hawaii returned along with all lands, we want the right to self-governance with freedom of interference or retaliation from the United States with establishment of the Aha Moku and Maoli Council, we want all sales of lands within the Hawaiian Islands to cease, all war practices that are held within the Boarder of Hawaii to cease, we want the return of all lands Money taken from the Kingdom and its subjects, United States and the United Nations recognizes the Kingdom of Hawaii as self-governing and Sovereign Nation, Allocation of funds to house, educate, Medical care, rehabilitation of the Knaka Maoli, and a true apology from the United States with full details of their participation and continued perpetuation of the abuse and oppression of the Kanaka by the United States in their mishandling of past and present event that lead to the decline of
the Hawaiian people and the Genocide of a Nation

Time Line of Events

1887 June 30th The Constitution of Hawaii a.k.a the Bayonet Constitution, in which they held our King Kalakaua a gun point by American Citizens and an Armed Militia and forced him to sign this Constitution into law which was drafted by one of the conspirators

1893 January 17th the over throw of the Hawaiian Kingdom and Imprisonment of our Queen, United States Marines sent to aid in the Overthrow. The Blount Report "first provided evidence that officially identified the United States' complicity in the lawless overthrow of the lawful, peaceful government of Hawaii. Blount concluded that U.S. Minister to Hawaii John L. Stevens had carried out unauthorized partisan activities, including the landing of U.S. Marines under a false or exaggerated pretext, to support the anti-royalist conspirators; that these actions were instrumental to the success of the revolution; and that the revolution was carried out against the wishes of a majority of the population of Hawaii.

1894 July 8th The Repulic of Hawaii is had taken control of the Kingdom and has signed into Law the 1894 Constitution of Hawaii, abolishment of the Kanawai and the establishment of a false Country
1895 the Queen is put on trial due to Wilcox attempt to overthrow the Republic of Hawaii and the return of the Queen to power, she is found guilty and sentenced to 5 years of imprisonment and fined $10,000

1897 Republic of Hawaii and the United States resume discussions of Annexation, Kū'e petition is signed by 21,000 Native Adults represent about 94% of the adult Native population against the Annexation of the Kingdom of Hawaii sent to the U.S. Congress and was accepted and recognized by President Grover Cleveland the president Prior to Mckinley

1898 July 4th Newlands Resolution was a joint resolution passed on by the United States Congress to annex the independent Republic of Hawaii.

1900 U.S. Congress creates the Territory of Hawaii, President McKinley signed the Hawaii Organic Act and the establishment of a new Governing system and abolition of the Kanawai( The Laws of Hawaiian Kingdom), Language and cultural practice was repressed and was punished if spoken or done in public, at school, or even found to be done in ones home

1959 Admission Act is signed into law and the Territory of Hawaii becomes a State